
TRENDSTRENDS

Transformers have existed for over 130 
years and even though base materials 
have improved, the fundamental trans-
former physics is still the same as when it 
was defined during the second half of the 
19th century. Despite the relatively old age 
of basic transformer technology, current 
trends in society and technology shape 
the transformer business faster than ever 
before. In this article we will look at what 
these trends are and how they shape our 

business future. Using trendspotting as a 
tool for shaping strategies is an old school 
method with new opportunities given by 
the ever increasing flow of information. 

Today we can easily gain information even 
from countries where we do not know the 
language, simply by pushing the “translate 
internet page” button on the browser, and 
gain access to updated information from 
all parts of the world. My trendspotting 
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ABSTRACT 
There are many trends that shape the 
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In this article a number of trends and 
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outlook. A clearer market view can 
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and tactics planning. Market drivers 
are changing and more focus is on the 
renewable energy generation as well 
as energy efficiency and smart grid in-
vestments, while at the same time the 
globalisation of the manufacturing 
base including high tech transformer 
capabilities is continuing.
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will start with what information tech-
nology can do for us in the transformer 
business, and all the way to what the new 
market drivers will do for the global trans-
former market. 

Which are then the trends that shape the 
transformer business environment? Let 
us have a look:

The Internet as a game chan-
ger for global transformer 
business 
The Transformers Forum on LinkedIn has 
just celebrated the 6th anniversary and it is 
interesting that on the anniversary day, we 
could see that new members joined from 
all the continents! This to me shows that 
the interest for what is happening within 
transformer technologies and market is 

subject to a wide interest. Most of you that 
have been in the business long remember 
that the transformers world was much 
more local than what it is now. Today a 
lot more players can and will go global in 
order to grow the business potential. One 
of the most important matters as we shape 
our strategies, be it developing new tech-
nologies or looking at new markets, is to 
have timely and correct information. To-
day, this is easily available without having 
large organisations for market research, 
and can be done with very simple me-
ans at your desk or even on the go when 
travelling. Today we have to assume that 
everybody is equally updated on what is 
going on, therefore strategies have to be 
kept updated accordingly. 

At the same time the available informati-
on makes prospective employees updated 

on what and how companies are doing, 
which is shaping their understanding and 
brand attitude. The Internet is therefore 
shaping our understanding of the busi-
ness from all aspects and the global im-
pact is instant.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) as well 
as partnering through joint ventures (JV) 
are also moving more rapidly and shaping 
new constellations in order to have a broa-
der product portfolio and deeper market 
reach. By partnering, new JVs can get a 
larger geographical reach, business scope 
and capacity. The pace of change is high 
where strategies and tactics need to be flu-
id in a way we have never seen before. The 
Internet may not create new business as 
such, but with the free flow of information 
it will have an impact on how the global 
transformer business is conducted.
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of countries that will have a shrinking 
energy need at the same time. This is dri-
ven by energy efficiency investments in 
combination with a lower industry out-
put. The change going from fossil fuels 
to renewable energy sources is driving a 
need for more investments in transmis-
sion capacity. This is the case for many 
developed countries, specifically for Eu-
rope and North America. 

Other countries with shrinking energy 
need, like Japan that also has a trans-
former supply base, will need to export 
more in order to even remain on the same 
transformer factory output volume. We 
can expect Japanese transformer vendors 
to get even more active on the export are-
na due to this fact and M&A activities to 
enable the growth will be targeted based 
on domestic market of the factory as well 
as currency development.

from the populated areas will continue, 
while in India a high portion of the invest-
ments will be rooftop solar installations. 
Rooftop installations will naturally have 
a positive impact on the local community 
but may have a more limited impact on 
the transformer business as such, due to a 
lesser weight of long transmission invest-
ments.

Renewable energy investments are rapidly 
approaching parity with fossil fuel energy 
due to the development of solar voltaic 
panels, which will drive investments more 
into the traditional Return On Investment 
(ROI) type of decisions rather than subsi-
dised government policies, which has been 
the norm up until only a few years ago. 

While a number of developing countries 
have an increasing demand on electric 

energy, there are a number 

Renewable energy and 
energy change

Several independent studies show that 
the majority of energy investments will be 
made in renewable energy sources during 
the coming decades. An expected 64% 
of new generation investments [1] will 
be made in renewables up to year 2030, 
and are also most likely to increase its ba-
lance against energy based on fossil fuels 
beyond that time. This will have a deep 
impact on the transformer market as the 
countries that have the largest renewable 
energy investments have the renewable 
energy bases far from the populated areas.  

Looking at energy demand, the quickest 
growth will be in Asia and Africa followed 
by South America. The powerhouses for 
energy demand growth will remain Chi-
na and India, with India having the fastest 
growth out of all of the larger economies. 
Here the investments are expected to be 
slightly different compared to China whe-
re solar and wind investments far away 
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Majority of power investments continue to 
be in Asia, with Africa as stro ng runner up 
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Due to the intermittency of renewable 
energy, HVDC and FACTS will play an 
even more important role in the deca-
des to come, in combination with new 
right-of-way restrictions. HVDC VSC 
[2] technology will thus play an incre-
asingly important role in the shaping 
of the future transmission landscape. 
With this, for transformer suppliers it is 
of increasing importance to understand 
these technologies in order to tap into 
the market opportunities as HVDC in-
vestments are expected to outgrow the 
speed of the general transformer market 
growth for years to come. The current 
expected CAGR (compound annual 
growth rate) of HVDC is at 17% [3], 
which is effectively 10 percentage points 
higher than the global transformer mar-
ket growth, and thus driving a relatively 
high demand for HVDC connected 
transformers. 

Energy efficiency

The European Commission issued an 
Ecodesign Regulation [4] that will ensure 
that transformers progressively become 
more efficient. This is good news as it will 
result in better performance of the elec-
tricity grid and decrease the European 
carbon footprint, and it will at the same 
time make the industry sharper as the re-
gulation will effectively see to that all that 
want to participate on the European mar-
ket have to live up to the more strict stan-
dards. Those that fail to do so will have to 
turn to business elsewhere. 

This may be a small step when it comes to 
lowering emissions but as a part of solving 
the bigger carbon emissions picture, it is 
still important. When this kind of measu-
re is followed up in other regions, eventu-
ally the sum of energy efficiency measures 
will be notable.

For transformers alone the EU Commis-
sion has estimated that the energy savings 
is equivalent to 50% of Denmark’s yearly 
consumption of electric energy. For one 
type of product it is already a good start, 
and when followed up by other industry 

and domestic energy savings, it will be a 
very good progress.

The effect on the transformer business will 
be that the demand for efficient core steel 
will increase. For those suppliers that do 
not have access to low loss core steel it will 
be tougher to get access to the European 
market, and at the same time make tho-
se that make it on the European market 
even more attractive in other markets as 
well due to having more efficient products 
while driving down the lifetime cost of 
ownership of such transformers. 

Energy efficiency will remain an impor-
tant driver for the whole transformer in-
dustry and we can expect that countries 
that positively drive these kind of policies 

will also drive a more efficient domestic 
transformer industry. Countries that put 
up trade barriers on the other hand will 
slowly but surely make the domestic in-
dustry uncompetitive. 

 
Technology development 
directly related to transfor-
mers performance

Power transmission technologies are 
being developed quickly based on the 
high need for energy in several countries 
with long distances between energy sour-
ces and demand areas. With this we now 
experience the development of 1100 kV 
DC in China as well as 1200 kV AC in In-
dia. All this development will have a fun-
damental impact on the overall market 
due to the fact that high tech development 
tends to create a quality trust within the 
market quicker. High tech development 
tends to have this effect on all markets, 
and here the transformer market is not 
expected to be different. 

Global competition is increasing with high 
tech transformer capabilities spreading 
to growth countries
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As much of the high tech development is 
currently in Asia, the trust in players from 
these countries can also be expected to de-
velop in a positive manner. Just consider 
how Japanese cars were seen in the 70s and 
how it is today. We can expect the same 
kind of development within our industry. 
There are few products that remain in ser-
vice as long as transformers do, therefore 
trust in a supplier’s quality has paramount 
importance for the long term attractiveness 
of these players. As new transformer ma-
nufacturers gain this kind of market trust, 
it will have an equally paramount effect on 
the global transformers market playfield. 
Old and new players have to take this into 
account when shaping strategies (plans) 
and tactics (actions) going forward. 

Conclusions

Market forecast reports on the transfor-
mer market are frequent and the ma-
jority are presented in the Transformer 
Magazine´s online version, which make it 
easy for all of us to follow the forecasting 
trend in case we are interested. 

Looking at recent market research studies, 
the global CAGR indicators were in the 
first quarter of 2014 at a consensus level of 
7-8% for the coming 5-year period. Du-
ring the last few months there has been 
a slight expected decline in the same “in-
dex” towards 6-7%. As these predictions 
estimate a development of a global and 
complex business, we have to treat these 
predictions with some caution. While loo-
king at global CAGR data, it is important 
to also get a total view of manufacturing 
capacity and regional CAGR and market 
drivers in order to understand the near 

future. When doing so, we can see that the 
market outlook for the transformers busi-
ness looks promising, while at the same 
time we can expect the global competiti-
on to get even tougher. Transformer tech-
nology development is not only driven 
by the development of new materials, but 
also by the fact that countries where the 
transmission is developed most quickly 
have the largest installed bases for trans-
former manufacturing (Asia). 

At the same time we can see great plans 
for energy investments in South America, 
Mexico and Africa. In further addition 
there is an impressive plan for onshore and 
offshore renewable energy investments in 
Europe and North America. With all this 
we can expect a healthy grow within the 
transformer market for the coming de-
cades, with an increased competitiveness 
driven by the quick development of the 
Asian manufacturing base, where the vo-
latility will be driven by currency fluctua-
tions rather than lack of trust for a broader 
base of new transformer suppliers.
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